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I must thank Raja and also Amrita for literally dragging me here because, I was; you 

know after 2 days we have National Book Week and we all were busy more for the 

planning, it is a country wide festivity, but somehow I could make it.  So I feel very 

happy that I am amongst you.  There is also an advantage for being the last speaker 

in a session and also on the last day, because you can endorse many of the suggestions 

without narrating or without duplicating those.  So, first of all on behalf of National 

Book Trust, I endorse all the good things that happened here and all the good sugges-

tions made by the eminent speakers.  And we are very much with you.  I have certain 

things ready but instead of going for a PowerPoint thing and every time pointing on 

the screen, I have requested my friend, Kishen to keep on running it and I will keep on 

speaking.  So you have to do 2 things at a time.  You can look to that and you can look 

at me.  So two things you can do.  

In one way Raja has done a good thing by putting National Book Trust, Pratham 

and Eklavya in one category.  We publish books at affordable price.  Also there are 

many, but these three you have put together in this session.  So that is why I am very 

happy that Raja has put us with Eklavya and Pratham Books.  National Book Trust, 

India doesn’t need much introduction, but I have thought of telling you that we are 



not exactly a publisher.  It is to promote Indian publishing, to build up and promote 

Indian publishing.  That is basically the objective of National Book Trust.  So may be 

to create a forum for developing the standard, the quality of publishing in India.  Na-

tional Book Trust’s role has three roles.  One is the executive one.  Executive one, in the 

sense, whatever government of India decides to promote, promotion of reading habit in 

the country, that job is immediately given to National Book Trust India.  So we operate 

in that way throughout the country, to execute the government’s policies.  Second is 

the advisory thing.  On many of the policies, like National Book policy we advise the 

government on how it should be.  And this is the promotional thing.  Promotional, net-

working and collaboration, for that we do with various organizations throughout the 

country.  These 5 are there publishing, promotion of books and reading, promotion of 

Indian books abroad, assistance to authors and publishers and promotion of children’s 

literature.  I have confined myself to promotion of children’s literature.  This is what we 

do.  National Center for Children’s Literature is almost two decades old and we work as 

a nodal center to create, monitor, and promote children’s literature and also to create 

a forum for exchange of ideas in the field of children’s literature in the country.  In 

that way when we operate, we work as a coordinator or some sort of a facilitator than 

exactly and organization has to promote not only our organization also we promote 

the objective of other organizations. 

I’ll definitely acknowledge that we took the idea of Reader’s Club; we started it in Delhi 

with Delhi School Library Program sometime in 1988 and promoting books through 

activities, that idea we took from Eklavya.  Because Eklavya’s Chakmak club was there 

but it was more or less in Madhya Pradesh, we tried to make it an all India thing and 

then we; I’m happy that Paresh is here; we were there in the initial stage of Reader’s 

Club.  Paresh I think you remember we started the first set of reader’s clubs in Banga-

lore, 25 and then we went to Guwahati, and finally we did in Bhubaneswar.  So these 

three places we started 25, 25, 25 reader’s clubs.  And you will be very happy to know, as 

of today we have more than 35, 000 reader’s clubs and this has become almost the most 

vibrant and largest children’s library movement of this country.  We bring out a maga-

zine; I have given you reader’s club bulletin and its circulation has also crossed 30, 000.  

Some states don’t want it in English and Hindi, it’s a bilingual one and that is why ours 

is now 3,000 copies.  Then comes when we work for that, we do work for promotion of 

children’s literature, we do a lot of workshops, a lot of seminars in various parts of the 

country.  That is the responsibility given to us by the government and we do that.  Even 



collaborations as I said, and of course Raja I assure you, we will collaborate for next 

year’s Dumroo, that we will do, so that we will be there.  Then we have a library cum 

documentation center, it is the only one of its kind in the country.  We have books in 42 

languages of the world.  Out of that, in the sense some of them are Indian languages; 

8 are Indian and 24 are of other countries.  And one can very well say it is our campus.  

But then we have certain limitations also, like any government organizations, and it is 

just my personal opinion that government always hires the best brains and put them to 

files.  Put them to bureaucratic things, all these things happen.  The best of minds they 

try to recruit.  And most of the things in government runs through files, like publishing, 

we publish, we have four ways to get manuscripts for our publishing, one is of course 

the commissioned one, one is the commissioned one we want from various author’s; we 

request them please give us, one is the unsolicited one, that people keep on sending us.  

A few we develop through workshops, we do workshops for developing children’s litera-

ture books and new literate’s books and some existing material also we got from Tikam-

garh Library, and many other places also and some of those Arvind Gupta also brought 

to our notice a few books and we have published like “Diva Swapna”, many others.  

Such books if somebody brings to our notice, as a responsibility as a government or-

ganization we publish it.  So while publishing it, of course there is always red tape in 

government in any department you go, but when it comes out, it comes out as one of 

the best materials available.  I’m not talking in terms of production because Athanuda 

is here, when you have the best quality manuscript, the content wise very good and 

then also you get a type set very well, all these things you print it in a relatively good 

press, may not be a Thompson, but a good press, but you use the 70 gram paper for 

example, or 90 gram paper or something, paper quality is not that good.  Then finally 

what happens this production becomes, not very good but still our books are very 

popular and you will be happy to know some of our books have been sold more than 5 

crore copies.  There is a book, we are just compiling the data, Umashankar Joshi’s “Sabke 

Saathi, Sabke Mitr”, this book in various Indian languages we have published and 

more than 5 crores copies we have sold.  And then Manoj Das’s 2 books, Story of light 

and Books Forever, Lilavati Bhagwat’s book, “A trip to Heaven”.  There are about 10 to 

5 titles which have been sold more than a core copies.  So in that way we have reached 

many people, even though our mobile exhibition, which is called Pustak Parikrama.  

Again I will refer Paresh and I, we were there in the first phase of Pustak Parikama, he 

was in Assam and I was in Bihar.  These days we have about brands and we go to vil-

lages, we go to remote areas with books.  And many areas there are; government of 



course can afford private publishers, there may not be; you don’t sell a single copy.  But 

still our van goes because that is our responsibility and people should be able to see the 

book.  What I foresee, what possibly in a forum like this and from such a forum that we 

can think of.  We can think of some sort of networking.  A lot of things are happening 

in the country like when we started reader’s club, it was the first of such kind done na-

tionwide.  But now there are many reading sale, there are many reading related activi-

ties.  And it is good, it is always good to have many activities but there is a need for 

networking and some sort of coordination.  We being a government organization, we 

have our limitations but I personally feel if this job can be taken over by some govern-

ment or non-government organization apart from us, then maybe we can also collabo-

rate.  Like if IDC does it, networking among the efforts because in many areas I find 

there is duplication also.  Duplication of efforts.  Like in UP, we also did a lot of reader’s 

clubs and also NCERT was a bit to do their reading cell and all programs and sometimes 

I had a difference of opinion with those people.  I went to that extent to say that, you 

please do more in the field of curriculum and leave the non-curricular things to us; we 

are the experts in that.  But; this is not boasting, I thought that there should not be 

duplication.  Our country is very big and we have to; I have experience, I am a product 

of government school and such a school a few of us may have seen.  We had a big hall 

like this, maybe slightly lesser in the width and length was almost same and 5 classes 

were running, we had only one teacher, I am a product of that school.  So, there are still 

such schools in the country, I have served in Koraput district as a school headmaster 

and I know what the condition is.  And whenever we talk in the morning, some of our 

friend were talking about animation and all that, I was just overhearing their talk 

without participating in it.  Then I was thinking I have travelled to about 1000 villages 

of this country, maybe more than that.  And I think I must have met by this time more 

than 1 lakh children of various areas, various states of the country.  What I find, they 

have in many places they don’t have the proper reading material in some villages.  

When we started sending our reader’s club bulletin, I have given some copies; I’m 

running short of a copy.  But that magazine, when we started sending to rural schools 

in some areas that time this DPP supplier of books was not there to all schools.  They 

were sending to some schools, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan was of course not there.  And our 

magazine was the only vibrant reading material.  And they were looking forward for 

this magazine.   So when we think of the market, in Singapore also in the Asian Festival 

of Content, this thing I discussed that we have a big vernacular market, I mean market 

of Indian languages; don’t only think of the monetary aspect.  Maybe business wise, 



English books, because these books cost much more than the vernacular language 

books.  Now sarva shiksha has come also, Indian language books publishers have made 

the rate very very high to sell it to government.  But otherwise, the vernacular market is 

quite big and we have to see that development in the field of publishing, the quality of 

books, the quality of content, for that in what way we as a government organization 

and our friends, I also personally as a writer and all of us how we can contribute to that 

and let us project.  My personal feeling would be let us project the publishing of Indian 

languages.  English is okay, but when we project outside, we have to project the strength 

of our Indian languages.  And that will show how we have developed.  Even Indian 

writers, Indian artistes, Indian illustrators, all these things instead of projecting only the 

English books, they have a good market, because the cost is very high compared to the 

Indian language books.  So, in this seminar, I just want to lay out my feelings, maybe 

we can discuss more over email, these days exchanging ideas though email is more 

popular and 1 or 2 questions if Raja permits, I can take.  Before coming here I have 

enlisted, maybe there are few more challenges, but one big challenge is how to create 

the proper content even we have to take the regional limitations in view because; I will 

give you 1 or 2 examples of our experience.  We publish some books in Naga, Manipuri 

and some languages of the North East, I once went to Meghalaya to discuss with people 

why these books are not sold and all that.  I was told that children, they don’t read these 

books, they don’t like, they don’t find, the picture particularly, is so alien.  But they like 

stylish pictures like illustrations done by Atanu Roy, but for example, but for region 

specific, suppose if the girl looks like a Delhi girl more than a girl of Meghalaya.  They 

will probably ask and that problem I had with a series of books of scholastic; The Magic 

School Bus, we got a proposal of about 5 or 6 years back to publish it in all Indian lan-

guages.  And that proposal came to me, my only opinion was these books are very good 

but certain characters, the names, because the book is for smaller age group children 

and then the names we have to adapt it to Indian situations.  In certain languages we 

may have this problem.  So that is the challenge, and secondly the challenge would be 

how to make it available and accessible.  Because availability is a big problem in this 

country.  I belong to a town, Puri.  Puri has visitors from all over the world, but now also 

we have very few shops which sell children’s books.  We have 1 or 2 shops.  And you 

don’t get recent titles of many publishers there, you don’t get unless government gives 

an order they don’t give.  That is why I always say though I belong to government or-

ganization, I always say that government purchase should stop.  That has given rise to 

a lot of unethical practice.  And that again is a challenge for genuine publishers.  I’m 



happy that a group has been formed like, Tulika, Eklavya; all these people are there, 

publisher’s action group to stop this unethical practice.  And then third, probably the 

most vibrant challenge to us is how to put our children’s literature in the global perspec-

tive.  We can boast we are doing the best, we are creating the best of content, but then 

again we have to put it in a global perspective.  For that whatever step is taken, I am 

NBTC representative as well as a writer, I’m very much with you. 

I will show you a few books now.  This is a book brought out recently by us and this 

book has not been released. This is going to be released day after tomorrow.  It is on 

the 100 years of Delhi, we have published a book, “Color me says Delhi”, coloring book 

of rhymes by Shri Shashi Shetye.  And day after tomorrow we are going to release this 

book.  Then this is a book by Concept and story by Jagdish Joshi.  This is a book by 

Deepak Majumdar.  These are some of our very recent books from last year.  “Mini visits 

the Atlantic Ocean”.  This is a reprint of RK Murthy’s, it is very popular.  We have sold 

more than 1 lakh copies of this book, “Tale of a Mystic”.  And this is also a recent book.  

“Native American Folk Tales”, that we have published.  “Uncle Moon forgets counting”.  

This book.  “Little Sunshine”.  So these are some of our titles recently published.  But we 

on an average we publish about 300 new titles a year.  Thank you very much.  

Q.  In the context of reaching out to let us say 5 crore children in the country, I’m just 

wondering the two sides of the coin is that I feel that the market as an independent 

private publisher, whether the kind of prices at which you are selling are actually having 

a phenomenally negative impact on publishing.  I will tell you why.  When you sell a 

book for INR 20.00 and when the cost of making a book is INR 45.00, and then then 

you go on to say that okay this book is being published in the vernacular medium and 

hence I will not publish it in art paper, in fact I was appalled that when we published a 

Hindi book called, “Rangeela Geedhad”, it’s an audio book, Gulzar Sahab told me that 

it’s probably the first time that a Hindi book has been published on art paper. But there 

are no takers for that basically when you are selling it at INR 80.00, where the cost of 

the manufacturing of the book was close to around INR 55 or 60.00, so to say that all 

private publishing is expensive and; obviously the role that NBTC, CBT is playing is 

phenomenal, there is no denying that, I have kept that aside.  But also to explore the 

kind of skewedness that it results in the market and how many of the books you have 

that have sold 5 crores have actually talked about global recognition?  Just because they 

are in an Indian language does it mean that it has to be diluted and printed cheaply?  



Why is it for an Indian child, there is no discrimination between the quality vis- a-vis 

his language?  So why can’t an organization like NBT actually publish books at a price 

that is real?        

MM:  We don’t undervalue the price.  What we normally do, is what we spend for the 

book, the price is definitely more than that.  But we don’t count like private publish-

ers, the overhead expenditure.  What is spent for my salary is not counted in the price 

of the book.  Because our job is taken as a social responsibility given by government, 

so that is not counted and second one time expenditure that also we don’t put in the 

expenditure column for arriving at a price.  But it’s not undervalued.  You made several 

questions, so I’m trying to remember the questions you have made.  Number 2 is what 

happens in the case of private publishers, we get government grant, you don’t.  So you 

have to definitely put the overhead expenditure, which we don’t put.  So our books have 

become cheaper. Like in case of Pratham, I don’t have much idea, she will reply.  But 

they also have certain corporate or individual sponsorship, as I feel and probably that 

helps them.  And then again when the print run becomes high, then you don’t have 

problem in giving it at a lesser price.  So that is there.  Global recognition you have said, 

the books I referred like these 4 books, were published more than 30 years back.  And 

these have been sold 5 crore copies during last 30 years.  Many generations have read.  

At least three generations they have read.  Third is the government order, it is always for 

50,000 copies, 20, 000 copies.  That applies to any publisher not to NBT only.  I will tell 

you, the book “A Trip to Heaven” and “Books Forever”, before this Sarva Shiksha came 

to and before that Operation Blackboard, I just collected some data, before these things 

larger purchase schemes of government came to existence, these books had crossed 1 

lakh mark before 1985, they crossed.  Now it has become 5 crore.  1985, 1 lakh copies 

one book was sold is not a small thing.  Before 1985, some books, not all.  Even some of 

the books sell very well.  We publish some books of Tulika also “Eyes on the Peacock’s 

Tail”, two, three books, Tulika published and these have sold very well.  Then whatever 

Arvind Gupta brought to our notice like his books “Little Toys” books have also sold very 

well.  But government purchase of course has some bearing on the quantum of sale; it 

has increased.  I have already told my personal opinion about government purchase.  

That I can answer over a cup of tea.

Q:  I think you have raised 2 points.  You have raised global recognition and the fact 

that we’re probably bringing the whole price point down in the market.  On global rec-

ognition it really depends on what your aim is, if you aim is to produce three great art 



house books in a year, great; that’s then the aim of the organization and that’s where it 

goes.  But for organizations like us which are focusing on reading and supplying books 

to children, global recognition is not and art, it happens, it happens.  We have just 

sent a large set of books to Japan, strangely because they are using our books to teach 

English to children.  Now that’s not on the cards. That happened.  So I’m saying global 

recognition is not where you’re at.  And the second point on price.  The distribution 

chain across the world is a fossilized distribution chain.  There has to be innovation 

in the chain to be able to get real books out to real prices in the market.  We haven’t 

changed the value chain in years, which is why there is a calamity, borders shutting 

down whatever happening in the international market because we’ve not innovated 

on distribution and I think it’s equally incumbent on publishers to impact that and try 

and insure that there are some changes in those chains so that book prices are real.  

You know you mark up 500% because that’s how the chain works.  So either you bypass 

that and you create new options or you kind of change some of that and as publishers 

I believe we have the responsibility to kind of change some of the elements in the value 

chain.

Q:  The reason why I raised this question is precisely this, is that I think I deliberately 

made it a little provocative because I think that what we really need to do; I will tell you 

a very simple example, Kapil Sibal told me that he has heard Karadi Tales and he wants 

it to be in all the Kendriya Vidhyalayas and all the Navodaya schools and I went there, 

I was gung- ho.  I met Manoj, Navodaya commissioner and everything and finally the 

deputy commissioner says you send it through either NBT or Pratham books.  Now that 

really put me off like nobody’s business.  I said what the hell is this?  It’s my tax payer’s 

money, I also pay taxes and we are selling books at INR 3.00 or INR 4.00 margins really.  

You’re talking about overheads, it’s not as if all publishers are;  I mean the students who 

might teach in IDC are earning 3 times the salary I make as a director of the company.  

So that is not true really.  So where we can actually work together.  So it is extremely, 

intentionally provocative and little bit of an act, I must confess.  So see if we can kind 

of do this, I would be most happy if the Navodaya school says you send your quotation 

through NBT and I would come to you sir and say; because ultimate aim is to take the 

book to the child.  We are all there on the same page.

MM:  I will tell you the mechanism; it is the government organizations face some sort 

of an audit.  And the auditor says once you buy it from NBT, not CBT, CBT is a private 



organization.  NBT and NCERT, you buy though some government organization, then 

there is no problem.  I personally feel this is wrong.  Whatever the deputy commissioner 

told you, it is not at all fair.  Good quality, reading material should be purchased and 

definitely if it is affordable we can purchase more books for children, so we should 

definitely go for that.

Q:  Sir with the kind of presentation, I just wanted to know with the kind of reach that 

we want like a book in every village child’s hand, is print the actual solution because 

there is so much push nowadays that CDs and the e- learning is the way to reach chil-

dren, there is a lot of research happening there and they are really pushing it.  So, as a 

publisher is there a real genuine method or genuine scope in the print medium to have 

a book in every child’s hand?

Suzanne Singh:  You can’t replace digital with the actual idea of the book.  It cannot 

be done.  It can be supplemented.  We are a long way off from actually getting devices 

where the child can read online.  I mean we are a long, long away.  I mean there are 

schools in Bangalore, 50% of the schools in Bangalore do not have electricity.  And this 

is Bangalore.  We couldn’t get internet connectivity in half the libraries that we work in 

in Bangalore.  So that’s reality.  So to believe that digital can replace the idea of a book, 

not at all.  I mean not for a really, I mean that’s our experience.  Anita referred to that.  

So it’s a long way off from us being able to supply books digitally to children.    

Kirti Trivedi:  I must make a point and invoke Gautam Buddha, he said, “there are no 

objects in this world, every object is a concept which takes physical form”.  So let’s not 

fall in love with the physical form of the idea of a book.  I do not know how many books, 

God Ram read, how many books the great rishis read, who had the great thoughts.  It’s 

only a 500-year-old invention.  The thought is to be able to connect mind.  A book is 

a convenient device at this moment to interact with other minds.  As more convenient 

devices appear, we should be open to it and explore those possibilities.  To me it seems 

at this point without any technology barriers to have 300 million books free of cost to 

everybody, at this moment if you put our collective ideas together.  My earnest request 

is please don’t; we are shifting now from a material world to an information world; 

please don’t fall in love with this 500-year-old physicality, it’s time is coming to an end.  

Don’t fall in love with this.  I have may be 20,000 books and that’s a burden on my 

mind, what will happen once I go away.  It’s a burden, but I carry here all the books in 

the world wherever I want without worrying.  When I need for my lecture, even a rich 



schooling society, I don’t go to my bookshelf, I type arvindgupta.com and it comes up 

and it comes up immediately to download, pint and refer.  So, there are people who are 

handling all of these possibilities in a manner which makes it look very manipulative, 

very complicated, very difficult.  But there are people working who make it affordable, 

free and we just have to put our collective energies into that and maybe better possibili-

ties emerge.  I completely disagree with you Suzanne, that it’s a long way off.  I’d do 

it tomorrow.  Give me the means I’ll do it tomorrow.  YouTube has how many videos?  

300 million, each child creates 2 books, you got 600 million books tomorrow.  It is 

the authoring of the user.  There are no consumers.  We create consumers, business is 

created.  Publishers want consumers, we want creative people.  This is the shift which 

has to occur.  Thank you.


